FLORIANI DIGITIZING PROJECT
ITH Cork Checkbook Cover Supply List
STEP
1

ITEM
Digitizing
Software
Laptop

DESCRIPTION
Floriani - latest build
Recommended w/Windows 10 and in working condition. If your laptop runs
slow because it is overloaded or has Windows 7, you may fall behind in class.

Mouse
Easier to digitize with mouse than the finger pad
Power Cord To conserve your laptop's batery
2

Embroidering Supplies & Equipment
Embroidery/Sewing combo machine in working condition (some sewing may
Machine
be required). You must know how to operate your equipment. There will be
no time to show you how to use your machine.
If you forget your power cord, you'll have to purchase one in the store (if
Power Cord
available)
Embroidery
Can't do much embroidery without this -- ask me how I know, LOL!
Attachment
Hoop(s)
must be able to accommodate design size 7"W x 8"H
Cutaway Stabilizer (light to medium weight) and Fusible Mesh if you desire
Stabilizer
for your lining. Also, if you want to make an insertable credit card holder,
you'll need water soluble stabilizer.
Tape
Pink Embroidery Perfection Tape and 1/4" White Stitch Perfection Tape
Embellish
Optional - Rhinestones & Rhinestone Hot Fix Tool
Temp Spray Optional
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Fabric & Sewing Supplies
Fabric
Thread
Bobbins
Needle
Scissors
Rotary
Cutter
HINTS

1/2 yd Cork Fabric
2"W x 5"H coordinating knit fabric (pen holder)
1/4 yd Lining Fabric
Optional - 8-gauge Vinyl for credit card holder
Can be done in mono-color if desired, bring whatever colors you want to use
Pre-wound bobbins
7/11 needle
Applique Scissors, Fabric Shears, Stabilizer Shears

Also extra blades in case your rotary cutter blades are dull
It is not recommended to use cork with a directional print because the back will appear
upside down when the checkbook cover is folded for use.
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FLORIANI DIGITIZING PROJECT
ITH Cork Checkbook Cover Supply List
STEP
4

ITEM
OTHER
Cutting Mat
Pressing Pad
Iron

DESCRIPTION
Supplied in class
Supplied in class
Supplied in class
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